Hydroxi Pro® Concentrate

Multi-purpose Cleaner for Dispensing Systems

Hydroxi Pro® Concentrate can be used as a versatile cleaner/degreaser. The natural orange oil breaks down grease, grime & dirt, while hydrogen peroxide destroys most organic odors. Use two dilutions to clean everything from floor to ceiling!

Hydroxi Pro® Concentrate is part of the NSF International program: http://www.nsf.org/usda/letters/128640.pdf

32 oz., 1 gal., 5 gal., 55-gal drum

This product meets Green Seal™ Standard GS-37 based on effective performance, concentrated volume, minimized/recycled packaging and protective limits on: VOCs and human & environmental toxicity. GreenSeal.org.

Safe for the user and the environment when used as directed.
Hydroxi Pro ® Concentrate
Concentrated Multi-purpose Cleaner for Dispensing Systems

DIRECTIONS
Light Duty: 1:128, 2:128
Heavy Duty: 10:128, 12:128
Dilute with cool, cold or unheated water.

Mopping
1. Dilute concentrate with cool, cold or unheated water, either 1:128 for light duty or daily maintenance and 10:128 for heavier cleaning.
2. Use dispensing system such as a wall-mounted unit or handgun for accurate dilution.

Recommended PPE: Protective Eyewear, long pants, long sleeves, rubber or vinyl gloves and apron if desired.

PPE recomendado: Las Gafas protectoras, pantalones largos, mangas largas, guantes de hule o vinilo y delantal si deseado.

Contains: Proprietary blend of surfactants, hydrogen peroxide, orange oils, water and wetting agents.

In Case of Spill:
Clean up immediately. Place container in well ventilated area. To clean up spill, flush area with large quantities of water. Avoid run-off into storm sewers and ditches leading to natural waterways.

Health: 0
Fire: 0
Reactivity: 0
Special: 0
pH: 6-6.5

Do not ingest! If ingested, drink large quantities of water and seek medical attention.

Storage:
Do not exceed storage temperatures of 95° F, but best between 35-85 ° F. Overheating may cause degradation of product and its effectiveness. Keep concentrate away from incompatible materials. Do not store around food, water or feed.

Questions?
Contact Core Products Co., Inc.
401 Industrial Rd., Canton, TX 75103
800.825.2673 or www.coreproductsco.com

RECYCLE! Completely empty container and do not reuse. Rinse and recycle at a local facility and dispose of excess product in accordance with local, state and federal laws.